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Training peaks form

The performance management graph helps you balance your fitness, fatigue and shape. Watch the video or read the article to find out how PMC works and how you can use it to achieve your goals. The performance management graph helps you plan and measure your training as the season progresses. It works by drawing your daily workout stress stop (TSS), which is based on
the duration and intensity of each workout. Your daily TSS can give you valuable insights into cumulative training, including your fatigue (7-day average); fitness (average 42 days) and your form (yesterday fatigue subtracts from yesterday's gym). PMC maps these metrics at the same time, so you can see how your daily learning affects your physical activity goals. Read on to find
out how you can apply these metrics to optimize your learning. Training stress score It all starts with a training stress score (TSS). Each workout you do is assigned stress score training based on duration and how intense the workout is in terms of your threshold. Here we see a red dot representing every day of training for a whole season. The red dots at the bottom of the screen
indicate that there was no training that day. Fatigue (Acute Training Load, or ATL) As an exponentially weighted average of this stress from the past 7 days we are able to calculate your fatigue, or assess your fatigue reporting workouts you have done over the past two weeks. Here you can see on days with a workout with a high stress result fatigue climbs sharply in response.
Today you do a heavy workout and you will feel it in the coming days. Fitness (chronic training load or CTL) We also use TSS for every day to calculate fitness. Fitness is an exponentially weighted average for the last 42 days of training and reflects the training you have done over the past 3 months. However, workouts you did 15 days before will affect fitness more than the
workouts you did 6 weeks ago. You may notice that having fitness goes so does fatigue, only with a higher percentage. PMC helps tell a story, consistent training is marked by a constant increase in fatigue and fitness, where taking a sharp drop can indicate rest due to illness or injury. Form (Training Stress Balance, or TSB) Finally, by subtracting yesterday fatigue from
yesterday's gym we come with a yellow line, or shape. Just because you're fit doesn't mean you're ready to compete at your best. Negative form will indicate that you are in a lot of fatigue and are out of shape. However, with a decreasing can weaken fatigue by a greater percentage than you lose fitness and get in shape on the day that is most important... race day! In short, fitness
minus fatigue equals form. There is no single form that works for each athlete, but as a rule of thumb, you would like to be a little negative to a positive 25. If your shape gets too high, it can mean you've sharpened too much and lost fitness. Looking at form form also give you clues about how much stress you can cope with before you get sick or get injured. Going forward, you will
know to take some restorative days before reaching this negative number. The balance of stress in training (TBD) or Form represents the stress balance of the training. Form (TSB) = Yesterday's Fitness (CTL) - Yesterday's Fatigue (ATL) Positive TSB number means you'll have a good chance of performing well during these positive days and would assume you're both fit and
fresh. The Training Stress Balance (TSB), the yellow line of the performance management graph, is simply a way to describe what we call form. What is Form? In one phrase, it's ready for competition. How is the Shape determined? This is the result of subtracting today's fatigue (Acute Training Load, or ATL) from today's fitness (Chronic Load Training, or CTL). Both fatigue and
fitness are expressed as workout stress score, or TSS per day (TSS/d). Once the software has done the math, the rest is your form (by the way, the resulting form value is for tomorrow – not for today.) It can be either a negative or positive number depending on which is greater, fitness or fatigue. If Form is negative, you'll probably be tired and probably not competing. If Form is
positive, then you are probably rested and maybe in shape - if you do not get too high. So what do the numbers on the forms mean and how can you use them to be ready for a race? Let's dig a little deeper, using the exact form numbers as guidance. The right numbers for Race Day when I'm pointed and top athletes for A-priority races like to have their form at around plus plus 15
to plus 25 on race day. I found that it usually gives the best results. But not always. For some unknown reason, there are athletes who perform best when their form is barely positive, about plus 5 to plus 10. I don't know if it's physiological or psychological. That's the way it is for some. As mentioned above, Form is closely related to your readiness for competition. When it's below
the negative 10, you're probably too tired to compete well. You're out of shape. This may be good for priority race C. For B race you will probably want your Form to get positive and between negative 10 and 0. Transitional phase The range between negative 10 and plus 10 is generally a transitional phase. The time in this range should be quite short. There are two common
reasons to be in this range. The first is that you go through it to being in race form (daily TSS decreases and Form increases). Another common reason is that you return to focused training after a few days off and move towards greater fatigue (daily TSS increases and form is reduced). If you spend a lot of time in this negative 10 to plus 10 Form range, training is stagnant. It
doesn't happen much. Besides being overwritten for a race or when on a break and recovery holiday lasting several days, this range is best avoided. Staying there for a long time, such as two weeks or rarely is a good thing. Try to go through it in just a few days. Productive training for most athletes I have found keeping shape in a negative 10 to negative 30 range when training is
difficult and focused is a very productive and healthy range. This can be, for example, in serious training weeks based on building and construction periods. In this range, the probability of damage is checked. Digging too deep Pushing form in negative 30 significantly increases the risk of injury or disease. The management of this part of the training period is carried out by ensuring
that each recovery day TSS is appropriately low and that there are adequate recovery days each week. For some, a restorative day can mean zero day. For others, this is a low TSS session. Loss of fitness If you wander north of plus 25 your training is very easy. You're losing a lot of fitness. This sad situation can be the result of trauma, illness, interruption of lifestyle-based
learning, or something else that drastically reduces your training load. TSS is just too low for some reason. Franz Stumpf, Roger Bannister's coach in the 1950s, said, Training is basically an act of faith. That meant you couldn't predict exactly what would happen in the race, regardless of how you train. The performance management scheme with its fitness, Fatigue, and in
particular form, is a way of reducing desire and hoping it happens shortly before a race. But this in no way eliminates the individuality of training. Special attention still needs to be paid to determine how your performance responds to varying degrees of form. If you train seriously for an event or have a whole season of scheduled competition, then you are very likely to use a form of
training software. This is entirely at the discretion of the user how deeply they delve into the tools at their disposal. Athletes can simply manually record the number of hours and minutes spent riding a bike, or use the software as a daily diary of absolutely every element of their physiology and psychology. &gt;&gt;&gt; Get the latest Black Friday cycling deals here &lt;&lt;&lt; Those
who want to use the software to train their bodies to be ready for a specific event, on a specific date, have most likely further explored the capabilities of their chosen software using charts that track indicators such as fitness, fatigue and shape. What are performance management graphs? Most software training options offer a picture of sports fitness based on their training load,
fatigue - and the resulting freshness. Popular software training options on the market are Training peaks (and your more advanced sibling WK04), Today's Plan, Golden Cheetah and to a lesser extent Strava. Each uses its own terms and algorithms. In the interests of to make a rather complex topic a little easier to explain, we have adhered to the terms used – and in some cases
with a trademark – from Training Peaks. Vocabulary of terms Training peaks: Performance management – picture view that presents the indicators under TSS - Stress Stop - Training Pulse of an IF - Intensity Factor session - how hard a session pushes your body based on watts produce/heart rate, and your current fitness CTL – Chronic workout load - fitness - load of the last 42
days ATL - Acute training load - Fatigue - training load from the last 7 days TSB – Stress balance training - Form - how should you feel and perform based on CTL and TSB How do performance management graphs work? Credit: Stephen Gallagher The above diagram shows that gallager's website writes on the Training Peaks website a detailed review of Gallager's author on the
Training Peaks website, written by Gallager himself. Discussing the system, five-time British Cyclo-Cross champion and Dig Deep Cycling trainer Ian Field told us: Ultimately we can use all these numbers to predict performance on a given day. There are possible papades, but I have used it for 4 to 5 years for myself, and I have found it to be quite accurate. When I first started
using it, I really wanted it to fail - I'm really a more practical person, not en masse in numbers - but nine out of ten times I found out when you found out what works for you - and it's very individual - you can predict the effectiveness of your entire events. &gt;&gt;&gt; Everything you need to know about electricity meters The whole system is based on your TSS after each session.
TSS is a term that belongs to Learning Points, but you will find a very similar principle used elsewhere (Result of suffering if you live in an orange world with segments to hunt for example). TSS is a training impulse. This is based on FTP [Functional Power Threshold] and makes evaluating a session quite easy. This is a relative attitude to intensity and duration – takes into account
how hard you have broken away and how long. TSS comes from data from your meter, although it can be calculated using the heart drive of FTP for an hour will give you a score of 100 - this is the maximum rating you can score (as you should not be able to do more than an hour of power in an hour). The field indicates that the interval sessions will be about 50 or 60 in one hour.
Once you know what kind of TSS sessions are usually obtained, you can plan whole workouts with the optimal TSS tailored to your goals. Where the inclusion of CTL and ATL to the top for the event comes. TSS can be presented on a diagram - this has three rows - CTL [Chronic Preparation Load], 42-day moving average. This is your gym. ATL is an acute training load - that's
what you've done in the last seven days - and it's called fatigue. The finish line is TSB – Training Balance. This is often called a form – how well you walk on a particular day. &gt;&gt;&gt; Best heart rate monitors for cyclists So in an ideal before an event, you see your gradual CTL [leading to the event], then you stead off during a waiting period ATL will fall [in the week or so
before]. This means that your form (TSB) should rise – the result should be that you are going well. Field says the recommended number to feel really good is between 5 and 15, although he wants to note that on top of that it's very individual. The best form will always be on an upward curve - renting a TSB drop to the right number is not close to the same experience as allowing it
to rise from a point where you've been in the negatives. With this knowledge, you can manipulate your training and get stuck for weeks — adding the values, checking the graph — and changing them until you hit the sweet spot. What are the limitations? However, there are some limitations to keep in mind. The very basis of all this – TSS – is not infallible. As Field says, problems
arise when watt is not watt – for example, when it is hot, your body will suffer more for the same results. If you use heart rate to calculate all these indicators, you need to understand that heat, fatigue and things like caffeine dramatically affect it. TSS may only be 80, but you know the session was harder... A former professional and director at Dig Deep Coaching, Stephen
Gallagher, has used these metrics extensively - but says amateurs use them to plan their own training should be aware of the traps. The performance and detail management graphs in each trip depend on the accuracy of the zones. If your zones are wrong — such as your ftp changes and don't update it — the tracking you follow, whatever you're tracking with respect to ATL,
trusts, is inaccurate. It's a large area that people don't realize, Gallagher says. &gt;&gt;&gt; Training zones explain The other thing is that many of the zones are placed on FTP – this is the traditional approach. But FTP does not dictate the intensity of each trip. Some people may have much more fatigue than this V02 effort than a threshold. It doesn't take into account individual
physiology – you may be dominant in another area, so if TSS is based on FTP, it won't always be accurate - and that will throw away your other data. The threshold is not always representative of how difficult an individual's session is. Some activities are more difficult than TSS suggests they are, too. Fitness sessions where heart rate remains low for the relative amount of muscle
damage, for example, are hard to provide values - and as Gallagher puts it: I do a lot of mountain biking and the stress I get from it doesn't reflect my broken body as I come to the door after a two-hour mountain bike. A form score of -2 suggests that this athlete is quite tired, but given an easy week that the number will shoot quite quickly. However, it all depends on whether the
zones were created correctly and the recorded TSS was correct. All this information should also be used and applied with knowledge. Wrong people have is that the guarantor should be taller and the higher it is, the better your fitness. This is not correct – it tells you how much workload you have done over this period. We have a lot of people who come to us and want to get CTL
as high as possible: you can get this by riding your bike for four hours a day, but it won't make you any faster. It can be used to help your training ramp, but should be used in conjunction with the intensity of the sessions. How you approach your training and how much of the ramp that is your station can be dictated by your event. Take a track: it is not possible to get a big jump, as
many of your trips will be 60-90 minutes and intense, while someone training for a gran fondo will increase their CTL quite a bit. The two riders will need to reach their ideal guarantor guarantor on different routes. The high CTL can be achieved by writing many four-hour journeys, but at low intensity, it is likely to come off like a stone from the starting line of the criterion race. Given
the individual factors, it is crucial. You also need to be aware of what you can manage. Someone who works a 40-hour week, has family and other appointments, can't raise their CTL as high as someone with the same FTP and more recovery time. External factors can have as much effect on performance as training and weekly training stress. WKO4 - the advanced tool from
Training Peaks - allows you to keep track of more of this, but can not take into account every factor, such as at night, a veil of a newborn baby. How should we use training software? In general, Gallagher doesn't advocate for all amateurs who are fooled for hours. It's a gauge. Individual sensations are as important as what the software says. We have people who focus a lot on
these charts and in many cases it's not healthy. Unfortunately, technology has dulled our senses and stopped us from using our own common sense and how we feel about what we need to do and train. You can't let the lines in the chart dictate how you think you're going to go - it doesn't tell you exactly how you feel. You should be able to listen to yourself, he says. This does not
mean that amateurs should not use training software - more that you do not need to get stuck in all the wrong numbers. Gallagher said: 'The principle [of the diary] is to tell your story. Whatever you use, the more information you have, the better you will be able to tell your story in the future. You can use training software just like a traditional learning diary From coaching point to
view when someone shows up for coaching and they have a lot of data and information from their past, it's much easier to get a picture of that person. We can watch it and see what worked and what didn't. You can do it or you can do it as a person, but you need this information to find out what happened and what was not. He adds: The ability to plan your training and focus on an
event is now much easier. We live in a age where everything is on your phone – calendar, workshops – and it's exactly the same with learning software: you can be very specific and you can organize based on how much time you have and be able to use that future. Regardless of power, pulse zones, this is the essence of most of the people who use the software. While
performance management graphics are designed specifically to help athletes peak for events, Gallagher believes combining personal knowledge and information along with tracking fitness through software brings the best chances of peaking perfectly. With a well-used, detailed training journal, you can do it based on just looking at what you've done in the past. One of the
advantages [of keeping a proper training diary] is being able to look at the templates for what you've done before. Having the data along with personal knowledge of how you feel and feeling at the time is a great way to find out what works and what isn't. If you want to reach the top for a target event, a discounter will be included – a preparation period. It's during the cork that you
can expect to see an ATL (fatigue) drop and a TSB (form) rise. The perfect tapper varies dramatically between individuals, but the general principle is to reduce the volume, but to maintain some intensity. &gt;&gt;&gt; Why everyone needs a coach and how to choose one In my opinion, and with a pretty large scientific archive - the best taffer is about 10 days and a really good way
to do it is day, day off, says Field. Then you get an adequate recovery, but you really struggle on the days of inclusion. A good plug means reducing volume, but keeping the same number of sessions as a normal week - so riding your bike as many times as normal, but reducing volume and maintaining intensity. The bottom row Training tools and performance indicators can
provide amateur cyclists with a huge amount of information. However, this is not all and it is all – there is nothing wrong with just feeling and listening to your body. No matter what approach you take, keeping a detailed training log will help you look back at past events and identify what approach has helped you be at your best (or worst) shape — to avoid past mistakes and be an
even better version of yourself next time. Around.
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